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a b s t r a c t

The biomechanical phenotype of soft tissues – i.e., the sum of spatially- and directionally-varying
mechanical properties – is a critical marker of tissue health and disease. While biomechanical
phenotyping is always challenging, it is particularly difficult with minuscule tissues. For example,
tissues from small animal models are often only millimeters in size, which prevents the use of
traditional test methods, such as uniaxial tensile testing. To overcome this challenge, our current work
describes and tests a novel experimental and numerical pipeline. First, we introduce a micro-bulge
test device with which we pressurize and inflate minuscule soft tissues. We combine this micro-
bulge device with an optical coherence tomography device to also image the samples during inflation.
Based on pressure data and images we then perform inverse finite element simulations to identify
our tissues’ unknown material parameters. For validation, we identify the material parameters of
a thin sheet of latex rubber via both uniaxial tensile testing and via our novel pipeline. Next, we
demonstrate our pipeline against anterior tricuspid valve leaflets from rats. The resulting material
parameters for these tissues compare excellently with data collected in sheep via standard planar
biaxial testing. Additionally, we show that our device is compatible with other imaging modalities
such as 2-Photon microscopy. To this end, we image the in-situ microstructural changes of the leaflets
during inflation using second-harmonic generation imaging. In summary, we introduce a novel pipeline
to biomechanically phenotype minuscule soft tissues and demonstrate its value by phenotyping the
biomechanics of the anterior tricuspid valve leaflets from rats.

© 2022 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The biomechanical phenotype of soft tissues – i.e., the sum of
heir spatially- and directionally-varying mechanical properties –
s a critical indicator of tissue health, remodeling, and disease. A
lassic example of disease-induced alterations in biomechanical
henotype is the stiffening of arteries in patients with systemic
ypertension [1]. Here, arterial stiffness – an intrinsic biomechan-
cal property of arterial tissue – has become a valuable marker
f disease progression and is strongly associated with the risk
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of adverse cardiovascular events [2,3]. Thus, the ability to reli-
ably estimate the biomechanical phenotype of cardiovascular and
other soft tissues is not only important to our basic scientific
understanding of tissue function, but can also be integral to
the clinical diagnosis, assessment, and management of disease
progression [4–6].

Unfortunately, biomechanical phenotype cannot be easily cast
into a single number, but is instead a complex set of nonlin-
ear material properties [7–9]. Hence, biomechanical quantifica-
tion often requires standardized tissue-specific testing methods
and protocols. For example, multi-axial loading may be neces-
sary to capture directionally-varying mechanical properties of
tissues with a preferential microstructural organization [10]. Sim-

ilarly, full-field measurement techniques may be necessary to
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apture spatially-varying mechanical properties and regions of
issue heterogeneity [11–14].

The biomechanics community has worked for decades to de-
elop, test, and validate various biomechanical testing techniques
nd protocols for many types of soft tissues, beginning with
he seminal work of Fung [15]. Given tissue accessibility at the
ime, most of these testing methods and protocols were initially
eveloped for tissue from humans or large animal models, where
ample dimensions are on the order of centimeters [16,17]. In-
eed, such samples can be relatively easily handled, prepared
or full-field imaging, mounted, and tested. However, given the
ecent advances in genomic and medical sciences, it is becoming
ncreasingly evident that small animal models (i.e., rodents) are
ore important than ever in scientific research, noting that there
re currently thousands of novel small animal disease models
vailable for study [18–20]. To fully exploit such small animal
odels and better understand the biomechanical consequences
f soft tissue remodeling and disease, standardized methods and
rotocols for biomechanical phenotyping of small animal soft
issues will have to be established.

Naturally, the translation of large animal testing approaches
o biomechanical phenotyping of small animal tissues comes
ith significant challenges. The majority of these challenges are
elated to the tissues being minuscule; that is, tissue sizes on
he scale of millimeters or smaller rather than centimeters. Oth-
rs have used nanoindentation and similar methods to over-
ome the geometric challenges of biomechanical phenotyping
inuscule soft tissues [21,22]. Their work has provided critical
nd unprecedented insight into the biomechanical phenotype
f minuscule soft tissues. However, such methods are gener-
lly direction-agnostic and evoke deformation modes that do
ot mimic the in-vivo loading of soft tissues. Because of this
on-physiological loading, such methods are not ideal for the
uantification and study of the structure-function relationship
f tissues, which is a critical element of biomechanical pheno-
yping [23]. Moreover, while some methods consider material
nisotropy, they are often limited to linear elasticity [24], or
uarter-symmetric specimen geometries [25]. For certain mi-
uscule tissues, such as rodent arteries, others have developed
tandardized testing approaches that have been designed around
onstitutive modeling and biomechanical phenotyping [4]. For
xample, Bersi et al. have tested the arteries of mice in a minia-
ure pressure-inflation device [26]. However, for membranous
oft tissues such as fetal membranes, pericardium, skin, tympanic
embrane, or heart valve tissue, no such testing methods exist.
o overcome this technical gap, our current work introduces an
xperimental and numerical pipeline to biomechanically phe-
otype minuscule, thin membranous soft tissues under in-vivo
oading conditions using a combination of bulge inflation, optical
oherence tomography imaging, and inverse finite element mod-
ling. Additionally, we show that our method is suitable for si-
ultaneous in-situ microstructural characterization via 2-photon
icroscopy-based second harmonic generation imaging. Thus,
ur method allows for direct quantification of both structure and
unction in membranous soft tissues. We demonstrate the utility
f the proposed method by performing a controlled validation
ith latex rubber prior to identification of the biomechanical
henotype of rodent anterior tricuspid valve leaflets.

. Materials and methods

.1. Animal model and sample excision

We performed all animal and experimental procedures with
trict adherence to the Principles of Laboratory Animal Care,
ormulated by the National Society for Medical Research, and
2

the Guide for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals prepared by
the National Academy of Science and published by the National
Institutes of Health. This animal use protocol was also approved
by our local Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (Uni-
versity of Texas at Austin). In our experiments, we sacrificed 6
Sprague-Dawley male rats (Taconic, Model # SD-M, Germantown,
NY, USA), aged 10–12 weeks (354 ± 19 g) via carbon dioxide
inhalation. To excise the tricuspid valve, we first extracted the
hearts and performed a double atriotomy to expose the atrioven-
tricular junctions. Next, we accessed the right ventricle via the
pulmonary artery and opened the tricuspid annulus by cutting the
anteroseptal commissure. Then, we isolated the tricuspid valve
by cutting the papillary muscles free and trimming the leaflets
free along the annulus. Once removed, leaflets were cryogenically
stored at −80 ◦C in a 9:1 solution of DMEM:DMSO with protease
nhibitor (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Catalog # A32953, Waltham,
A, USA) until testing, as previously described [27].

.2. Description of micro-bulge device and sample mounting

To biomechanically phenotype minuscule soft tissues, we de-
igned a custom micro-bulge test device. This device is made of
lear acrylic and the overall construction is intentionally designed
o fit under the optics of both our Optical Coherence Tomography
OCT) device (Thorlabs, Inc., Newton, NJ, USA) and our 2-Photon
icroscopes (Ultima IV, Bruker, Billerica, MA, US), see Fig. 1. The
evice has two Luer lock ports to attach a pressure transducer
PXM409, Omega Engineering, Norwalk, CT, USA) and a syringe
ump (Legato 110, KD Scientific Inc, Holliston, MA, USA). Once
he device is filled with room temperature deionized (DI) water,
nd air bubbles are removed, a PDMS gasket is placed above the
nflation chamber. The gasket has a hole that matches the sam-
le’s test region. In our experiments, the test region was chosen
uch that we maintained approximately a 10:1 ratio in sample
ength to sample thickness (e.g., 1mm diameter for rat tricuspid
alve leaflet that has a thickness of approximately 100 µm). Next,
e placed the sample on the gasket. After we positioned the
ample, the top chamber was added and filled with water. We
hen placed the micro-bulge test device under either an OCT scan-
er (Section 2.4), or 2-Photon microscope (Section 2.5). Using a
ustom LabVIEW (LabVIEW Version 20.0.1, National Instruments,
ustin, TX, USA) virtual instrument, we programmed the syringe
ump to displace liquid at a test-specific rate until achieving
he target pressure, as measured by the pressure transducer.
or rat tricuspid valve leaflets, liquid was displaced at a rate of
.025 mL/min until a pressure of 30 mmHg was reached. The
pecific test protocols are discussed in detail in Section 2.3 and
he Supplementary Methods.

.3. Tricuspid valve leaflet testing

We first thawed our tissue samples and isolated the anterior
eaflet, carefully removing as much annular tissue and as many
hordae tendineae as possible without damaging the leaflet. Next,
e mounted our sample in the micro-bulge test device. While
oing so, we made sure to align the radial and circumferential
irection of the tissue with the principal axes of our device. Once
ounted, we preconditioned the tissue with ten loading cycles

o 30 mmHg at a syringe displacement rate of 0.025 mL/min.
ote, this pressure range represents the physiological loading of
he tricuspid valve in-vivo [28]. After preconditioning the tissue,
e unmounted and remounted it to remove any tissue slack that
ay have resulted from preconditioning. After remounting, we
anually applied a small pressure preload (1.51 ± 0.65mmHg)

o establish a slightly convex reference configuration (to avoid
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Fig. 1. Description of micro-bulge device. (a) Our micro-bulge test device (1) fits under either an optical coherence tomography (OCT) scanner (2) or a 2-Photon
icroscope (not shown). A micro-adjusting stage (3) allows for height adjustments. During testing, a syringe pump (4) pressurizes the device, as measured by a
ressure transducer (5). (b) A water bath (6) sits on top of the test sample (7) for water immersion. (c) A PDMS gasket (8) seals the pressurized chamber during
esting.
he snap-through instability during testing) and zeroed our pres-
ure transducer. To capture the tissue’s reference geometry, we
erformed a 3D OCT scan in this reference state, see Section 2.4.
ext, we executed a single inflation to 30 mmHg during which
e captured 2D OCT B-scans in the circumferential and radial
irections of the tissue throughout loading at a rate of 5 images
er second. After loading, we transferred the setup to the 2-
hoton microscope for subsequent microstructural evaluation.
nder the 2-Photon microscope, we returned the sample to the
ame reference state as before, with minimal pressurization to
nsure a slightly convex reference geometry. Using the imaging
rotocol as described in Section 2.5, we imaged the collagen
tructure under Second Harmonic Generation imaging (SHG) with
onsecutive pressure increases to 0, 5, 10, 20, and 30 mmHg. Note,
e held each pressure constant to allow for the finite imaging
ime of the 2-Photon microscope. We then analyzed these images
or mean fiber angle and fiber distribution, see Section 2.5. Lastly,
3

we fixed the tissue in 10% neutral buffered formalin for 24 h,
and stored the leaflets in 70% ethanol until histological process-
ing. Histology sections were stained with Movat Pentacrome and
Picrosirius Red stains by a commercial service (HistoServ, Inc.,
Germantown, MD, USA).

2.4. Optical coherence tomography

We performed all OCT scans with a commercial OCT device
(Telesto, ThorLabs, Inc., Newton, NJ, USA) with the ThorImage OCT
software (Version 5.4.4). We acquired both 3D scans of the entire
test region before micro-bulge inflation in a reference state, and
simultaneous 2D scans of both radial and circumferential tissue
directions throughout inflation. We assumed leaflet samples to
have an index of refraction of 1.33, based on previous reports
of similar collagenous tissues [29]. For 3D scans we acquired C-
scans at (5.5 kHz) and a resolution of 512 × 216 × 373 pixels
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1.5 × 1.5 × 1.0 mm). At this resolution, acquisition time was
6 s per 3D scan. After imaging, we exported 3D scans to ImageJ
ImageJ Version 1.51, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD,
SA) for subsequent NRRD format conversion. Next, we manu-
lly segmented each sample’s 3D volume in 3DSlicer (Version
.11.20200930) [30] and exported the 3D geometry to MATLAB
MATLAB R2021a, MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) in STL format.
ithin MATLAB, we averaged the top and bottom (i.e., atrialis and

entricularis) surfaces to acquire a mid-surface, which we used
o inform our finite element geometry, see Section 2.6. Similarly,
or 2D scans we acquired B-scans at (5.5 kHz) in a cross pattern,
o simultaneously capture orthogonal planes of data (i.e., radial
nd circumferential directions of tissue). Note, we used 2D OCT
uring testing because of its significantly shorter imaging time
nd, therefore, higher sampling rate. After imaging, we exported
he 2D scan data to MATLAB, where we used a custom code
o algorithmically threshold the data and isolate the specimen
rom the background. After identifying the top and bottom sur-
aces, we averaged both curves to acquired the sample midline
hroughout the loading history. The resulting midline-pressure
ata subsequently informed our inverse finite element pipeline,
ee Section 2.6.

.5. 2-Photon microscopy

Using a 20× water immersion objective (XLUMPLFLN, Olym-
us, Center Valley, PA, USA), we imaged a 450 × 450 µm region
n the center of our tissue samples using SHG imaging [31].
pecifically, we epicollected the SHG signal from a 900 nm laser
xcitation with a 460 ± 25 nm photomultiplier tube channel
ilter at a 1024 × 1024 pixel resolution, ensuring full thickness
cquisition of the central region at a step size of 10 µm. The
maging protocol was repeated while the micro-bulge device
nflated the sample to 0, 5, 10, 20, and 30 mmHg. All images were
rocessed in ImageJ, as previously reported [27]. In short, we
irst normalized each image’s histogram based on saturation and
pplied median and minimum filters to reduce noise and enhance
ontrast. On these processed images we used the ImageJ plugin
rientationJ [32] to determine the fiber orientation distribution.
ext, we fit a π-periodic von Mises probability distribution to the
utput distribution, R(θ ), from OrientationJ, viz.

(θ ) = exp (b cos (2[θ − α]))/[2π I0(b)] (1)

here θ is the fiber angle, I0 is the modified Bessel function, and α
nd b are the von Mises mean fiber angle and fiber concentration,
espectively [33].

To also demonstrate the expanded utility of this device, we
tained one tissue sample with Hoechst 33342 (Thermo Fischer
cientific, Catalog # H3570, Waltham, MA, USA) in staining buffer
or 20min to visualize and image cell nuclei at 800 nm laser
xcitation with a 460±25 nm photomultiplier tube channel filter
ith the same imaging protocol as before, see Supplementary
igure 1.

.6. Inverse finite element pipeline

To derive material parameters from our micro-bulge test data,
e used an inverse finite element approach centering around
baqus Standard 6.20-1 (Dassault Systems, Vélizy-Villacoublay,
rance), see Fig. 2a. To start with, we built the finite element
odel geometry from the 3D OCT data of the samples in the

eference state, see Fig. 2b. Specifically, we first reduced the
D OCT to its midline and imported this geometry to Coreform
ubit (Cubit 2020.2, Coreform LLC, Orem, UT, USA). In Cubit, we
iscretized this geometry with 1100 quadrilateral shell elements
convergence analysis provided in Supplementary Figure 2). Also
4

ote, we imaged and meshed the sample geometry beyond the
est region including those parts of the sample that were com-
ressed between the top plate and the gasket of the device. Then,
e informed the referential shell thicknesses based on 3D OCT-
erived heterogeneous thickness maps. Once the geometry was
eshed, we applied zero-displacement boundary conditions to
ll nodes on the outer sample boundary. Next, we applied a com-
ressive distributed surface load on elements outside the testing
egion due to the weight of the top plate of our device. Lastly,
e applied the inflation pressure quasi-statically to the bottom
urface of our samples across the test region. For the tricuspid
alve tissue, we chose the anisotropic hyperelastic Holzapfel–
asser–Ogden (HGO) material model [34], with parameters C10,
, k1, k2, κ , and α, as implemented in Abaqus viz.

(C) = Wdev.(C) + Wdil.(J) (2)

where

Wdev.(C) = C10
[
I1 − 3

]
+ k1/2k2

[
exp

(
k2

[
κ I1 + [1 − 3κ] I4 − 1

]2)
− 1

]
(3)

and

Wdil.(J) =
[[
J2/2 − 1

]
/2 − ln J

]
/D (4)

Here we decompose the deformation gradient F into a de-
viatoric, F = J−1/3F, and dilatational component, J1/3I, where

= det F. We then define the deviatoric right Cauchy–Green
eformation tensor as C = F

T
F. Furthermore, we define invariants

I1 = C : I and I4 = C : M with M being the structural tensor, M =

a(α) ⊗ a(α), and a(α) being the collagen mean fiber orientation
ector.
For each simulation, we chose a bulk modulus (K = 2/D)

o as to maintain a bulk modulus-to-shear modulus ratio of
pproximately 1000 at large strains. Further, we modeled a single
iber family at angle α and dispersion κ based on our 2-Photon
ata in the reference configuration [34]. Therefore, C10, k1, and

k2 were the only unknown material parameters to be identified
via the nonlinear least squares regression. Note, C10 is frequently
nterpreted as the stiffness of the amorphous ‘‘ground substance’’
f soft tissues, while k1 and k2 are frequently interpreted as

parameters associated with the stiffness of the collagen fibers.
Finally, during the least squares fitting, we iterated on the un-
known material parameters to minimize the error between the
measured and the predicted midline geometry until convergence
was reached. See Fig. 2c for an example of a converged analysis
comparing the 2D OCT data with the respective finite element
simulations.

3. Results

3.1. Validation of the micro-bulge test and inverse finite element
pipeline

Before biomechanically phenotyping minuscule soft tissue us-
ing our micro-bulge device, we first validated our combined
experimental and numerical pipeline, see Supplementary Figure
3. Specifically, we identified the mechanical properties of latex
rubber using both, gold standard uniaxial tensile testing and our
micro-bulge-based setup. All experimental and procedural details
as well as an in-depth discussion of the results are provided
in the Supplementary Methods and Results. We found generally
excellent agreement between measurements via uniaxial tensile
testing and our novel pipeline, see Supplementary Figure 4. Al-
though, we did find a mean bias of −0.032MPa, indicating that
our device slightly overestimated the shear modulus as com-
pared to uniaxial tension testing. In other words, samples behave
slightly stiffer when tested in our setup than under uniaxial
extension. However, this error falls well within the expected
between-subject variation for soft tissues [23,35,36].
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Fig. 2. Nonlinear least squares regression pipeline for biomechanical phenotyping of minuscule soft tissues. (a) Schematic showing that material parameters are
inversely identified by minimizing the error between a (numerically) predicted material response to sample inflation and the experimentally measured material
response using least squares regression. The numerical predictions are based on Finite Element (FE) simulations where Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) data,
pressure data, and 2-Photon-based Second-Harmonic Generation (SHG) structural data serve as model inputs. (b) Full volume of sample test region as measured
via 3D OCT (left); the same volume reduced to its mid-surface (middle); and a heterogeneous thickness map representing the full volume (right). (c) Comparison
between 2D OCT images along the radial and circumferential directions of anterior tricuspid valve leaflets under increasing inflation pressure and the corresponding
(optimal) FE simulations.
3.2. Rodent tricuspid valve leaflets are a representative membranous
soft tissue

In an effort to demonstrate our phenotyping pipeline with a
inuscule biological tissue, we successfully isolated the tricuspid
alve anterior leaflet from 6 Sprague-Dawley rats. Anatomically,
e found many similar characteristics of these anterior leaflets
o those from human [37] and large animal models [27], despite
pparent size differences. That is, the gross tissue structure of the
ricuspid valve is similar, with the valve having three leaflets,
ach attached to the tricuspid annulus. Additionally, chordae
endineae connect the leaflet’s ventricularis to papillary muscles
f the right ventricle (Fig. 3a). We also used histology to inspect
he composition of rat tricuspid leaflets (Fig. 3b). From picrosirius
ed stains, we found that rat tricuspid valve leaflets are highly col-
agenous. Additionally, we identified abundant cell populations
both endothelial and interstitial – from Movat pentachrome
5

staining. In the same stains, we also observed elastin fibers near
the atrialis of the leaflets and small amounts of muscle fibers
near the annulus. Lastly, trace amounts of glycosaminoglycans lie
in the interstitial space of the leaflets. Together, these observa-
tions are consistent with other species’ tricuspid valve leaflets
and, more importantly, represent the general tissue structure of
collagenous soft tissues; especially those with a membranous
geometry. Thus, rodent tricuspid valve leaflets make an excellent
model tissue that embodies the complexity of minuscule tissue
biomechanical characterization.

3.3. Micro-bulge device lends itself to simultaneous evaluation of
tissue structure and function

The goal of the current study is the comprehensive quantifi-
cation of minuscule tissues’ biomechanical phenotype, including
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Fig. 3. Rat tricuspid valve anatomy, structure, and composition. (a) Rat tricuspid anterior leaflet, as shown in situ. Note the leaflet attachment to the annulus and the
chordae tendinae attachments to the papillary muscles. (b) Histological thickness profile and composition of rat tricuspid valve leaflet as shown via picrosirius red
(top) and Movat pentachrome (bottom) stains. Note, picrosirius red stains collagen red, while Movat pentachrome stains elastin blue/black, cells blue/black, collagen
yellow, and muscle tissue red. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
a
v

their microstructure and the associated deformation under ap-
plied loads. Thus, we designed the micro-bulge device to be com-
patible with a 2-Photon microscope for stain-free SHG imaging
of tissues’ collagenous extracellular matrix under deformation.
To demonstrate this capability, we imaged rat tricuspid valve
leaflets under progressive micro-bulge inflation at pressures of
0, 5, 10, 20, and 30 mmHg. The results are shown in Fig. 4. In
the inflation region of the tissue, we successfully imaged and
analyzed the orientation distributions of collagen fibers (Fig. 4a).
During testing, we qualitatively observed that there were rela-
tively small changes in fiber direction (Fig. 4b), but a noticeable
change in fiber concentration. To quantify these observations, we
computed von Mises parameters of collagen fiber orientations
throughout loading (Fig. 4c). We found that increasing pressure
induced only small changes in the mean fiber angle between
the initial (0mmHg) and the loaded states. In fact, we observed
only approximately 8◦ in angle change between 0mmHg and
30mmHg. Furthermore, it appears that most fiber angle rotation
occurs within the first 10mmHg of loading. Additionally, we
observed a continued increase in fiber concentration toward the
mean direction. This increase was most pronounced between 0
and 10mmHg. Thus, while the mean fiber direction does not
appear to rotate significantly during loading, individual fibers do
rotate toward the mean fiber direction; thereby, increasing the
fiber concentration.

3.4. Rodent tricuspid valve phenotype and inter-species comparison

Using our micro-bulge device, we successfully identified the
biomechanical phenotype of rat tricuspid valve leaflets. That is,
in addition to studying the valve’s microstructure under loading
as described in the previous paragraph, we also determined the
tissue’s material parameters as defined in the HGO hyperelastic
constitutive law. Fig. 5a,b shows the stress and stretch fields
from the final, converged nonlinear finite element solution to the
micro-bulge boundary value problem. These data demonstrate
both spatial heterogeneity and directional anisotropy. That is,
stresses and stretches are non-uniform across the test region
(further supporting the use of an inverse finite element pipeline)
and they vary between the radial and circumferential directions.
The identified material parameters are summarized in Table 1.
When these parameters are applied to the homogeneous biaxial
boundary value problem, they predict a material behavior that

closely resembles our planar biaxial data previously collected on

6

Table 1
Constitutive parameters for Holzapfel–Gasser–Ogden model. Parameters µ, k1 ,
nd k2 fit via inverse finite element analysis, and parameters α and κ informed
ia 2-Photon microscopy.
Sample µ (MPa) k1 (MPa) k2(–) α (◦) κ(–) RMSE (mm)

1 4.84e−3 2.44e−4 30.51 −37.21 0.18 3.91e−2
2 9.55e−3 2.50e−4 14.23 −47.97 0.14 4.97e−2
3 5.03e−3 1.91e−4 132.01 −34.12 0.12 2.19e−2
4 6.65e−3 1.98e−4 128.16 −77.13 0.19 2.60e−2
5 2.97e−3 2.23e−4 6.63 −81.37 0.25 6.24e−2
6 4.61e−3 3.29e−5 19.76 −66.15 0.13 4.62e−2

sheep tricuspid valve leaflets, see Fig. 5c; that is, an anisotropic,
strain-stiffening material.

4. Discussion

Biomechanical phenotyping of collagenous soft tissues is an
important task. For example, we have recently shown that tri-
cuspid valve disease leads to, and may be exacerbated by, fibrotic
tissue stiffening and thickening [38]. Thus, biomechanically phe-
notyping patients’ tricuspid valves may be of diagnostic and
prognostic value. Unfortunately, biomechanical phenotyping is
also a formidable task due to these tissues’ complex mechani-
cal behavior that is spatially- and directionally-dependent. This
complexity arises from these tissues’ often complex hierarchical,
anisotropic, and heterogeneous (micro-)structures. This task is
further complicated as the tissues shrink in size such as in studies
with rodents. In this work, we set out to develop a testing system
and numerical pipeline that can be used to reliably measure the
biomechanical properties of minuscule, membranous, soft tissues
using rodent tricuspid valve leaflets as a proof of concept.

To this end, we designed, validated, and demonstrated a
micro-bulge-based test pipeline. We designed our combined ex-
perimental, imaging, and numerical pipeline to holistically eval-
uate the tissue under interrogation. That is, we biomechanically
phenotype not only the materials’ mechanical behavior, but also
the sources of its behavior including its heterogeneous thickness
distribution and microstructural organizations using in-situ OCT
imaging and 2-Photon microscopy, respectively. For our test
mode, we chose bulge testing, as it mimics the in-vivo biaxial
loading of many membranous soft tissues including the heart
valve leaflets [39].
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Fig. 4. Micro-bulge testing of rat tricuspid valve leaflets under 2-Photon microscopy. (a) Tricuspid leaflets under increasing inflation pressure between 0mmHg
and 30mmHg (left). Each loading step is followed by a wait period during which we captured (gray bar) second harmonic generation images of the sample via
2-Photon microscopy. Depiction of a rat tricuspid leaflet with the testing region and the radial (R) as well as circumferential (C) directions (middle). In each second
harmonic generation image, we quantified collagen orientation by fitting von Mises distributions to the raw fiber orientation distributions to identify the distribution
parameters α and b — representing the mean fiber orientation and fiber concentration, respectively (right). (b) Representative images of the same tissue region with
rogressively increased pressures (panels represent 5:1 zoom-ins). (c) Change in fiber orientation mean angle (left, n=6) and change in fiber concentration (n=6) with
ncreasing pressure (right). Data shown as means ± one standard deviation.
m
w
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As a first step, we validated our pipeline against uniaxial
ensile testing on a relatively simple material: latex rubber. We
ound minor discrepancies between testing modalities, the causes
or which could be multi-fold, but are likely related to the physi-
al constraints of bulge testing versus the free lateral constraints
f uniaxial tensile testing. Especially with very small samples,
oundary effects may have an impact on our results by artificially
tiffening the material response. For example, we confirmed that
ounting the samples induces small prestrains (on the order of
%) near the sample boundaries, see Supplementary Figure 5. In
arger samples, increasing the test area may reduce the impact
f such spurious effects. However, in minuscule soft tissues this
s an intrinsic limitation of the sample size. Nonetheless, given
he generally large variations in soft tissue properties due to
etween-subject and even within-subject variations, we consider
ur reported bias small and an acceptable error.
In a next step, we ensured through structural and histological

tudies that the rodent tricuspid valve leaflets were, in fact, an
ppropriate model system for minuscule soft tissues. Note, in-
ivo the tricuspid valve undergoes complex mechanical loading
hat is comprised of bending, tension, shear, and compression
7

modes [39]. In response to these biomechanical and mechanobi-
ological demands, its leaflets have biologically evolved complex
micro- and macro-structure. In brief, we found rodent tricuspid
valve leaflets to be highly collagenous, but also composed of cells,
elastin, and glycosaminoglycans. We found these constituents to
be highly organized in multiple layers whose relative thickness
and cell population varies across the valve. These findings match
those of other species’ tricuspid valve leaflets very well [27,40].
Additionally, these compositional and (micro-)structural charac-
teristics represent the broad class of membraneous soft tissues
and are therefore an appropriate model system for our study.

Finally, we applied our biomechanical phenotyping pipeline
to rodent tricuspid valve leaflets. Each element of our pipeline
could be successfully executed on these minuscule tissues whose
lateral dimensions are approximately 2mm and whose thickness
is on average approximately 100 µm. That is, we successfully
ounted the tissue and imaged it under 3D OCT based on which
e were able to map out the tissue’s heterogeneous thickness
istribution. Additionally, we were able to image its collagenous
icrostructure via stain-free SHG imaging in response to pressure

oading. Finally, our inverse finite element analysis successfully
onverged for each tested sample yielding the parameters of
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Fig. 5. Biomechanical phenotyping results from rat tricuspid valve leaflet micro-bulge inflation. (a) Cauchy stress in circumferential and radial directions at pressures
etween 0mmHg and 30mmHg. (b) Stretch in circumferential and radial direction at pressures between 0mmHg and 30mmHg. (c) Comparison between the
onstitutive behavior of rat tricuspid valve leaflets (results from this work) against data in sheep; both in circumferential direction (left) and radial direction (right).
he HGO hyperelastic material model. While not the focus of
ur study, our in-situ SHG images additionally revealed some of
he known mechanisms that contribute to the strain-stiffening
ehavior of many collagenous materials. That is, we showed that
nder initial loading the collagenous microstructure of our target
issue first engaged in fiber re-orientation and concentration be-
ore ‘‘locking’’ and stiffening, giving rise to the traditional J-shape
8

of soft tissues’ mechanical response. Together, these data provide
a comprehensive set of biomechanical phenotyping parameters
that not only include thickness, (micro-)structure, and consti-
tutive model parameters, but also reveal the structure-function
relationship of this tissue. Note, we also found that the biome-
chanical phenotype of rodent tricuspid valve leaflets matches that
of sheep very well. This is an important form of validation for
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ur inverse pipeline given that the structure and composition of
oth species leaflets are similar and should thus lead to similar
iomechanical phenotypes.

.1. Limitations and potential concerns

Naturally, our study suffers from limitations and potential
oncerns. Most importantly, we ignored some tissue complexities
hen building the finite element models of our soft tissue sam-
les. For example, we did not include any spatial heterogeneity
n the microstructural organization of the tissue. That is, we
ssumed that collagen fibers are equally oriented and dispersed
hroughout the tissue. While this is certainly not true, we have
reviously found a relatively small variation in mean fiber direc-
ion of 17◦ across the center of the tissue [27], and thus anticipate
he potential impact of this simplification being small. Simi-
arly, we ignored our samples’ through-thickness heterogeneity
n composition and structure. Here again, we acknowledge this
implification but expect that the practical implications are min-
mal. This is especially true as we ensured that our region of
nterest laid in the ‘‘belly’’ of the leaflet that shows a high degree
f homogeneity as compared to the other leaflet regions [27].
onetheless, these are limitations in the inverse modeling ap-
roach and do not indicate limitations of the proposed micro-
ulge testing device. Finally, we ignored the time-dependent,
.e., viscoelastic, behavior of our tissue. It is well-known that soft
issue behaves viscoelastically [41]. To reduce the complexity of
ur protocol and modeling pipeline, we ignored this behavior and
reconditioned our tissue to minimize its effects [42]. Please note,
owever, that neither our experimental nor numerical procedure
s prohibitive of including viscoelasticity. Additionally, the high
patial resolution of our imaging modalities (order of microm-
ters), the rigidity of our bulge tester apparatus, and the easy
nterchangeability of the pressure transducers, render our device
and pipeline) appropriate for a wide size range and stiffness
ange of tissues. In summary, our limitations and potential con-
erns are all focused on simplifications we made in the analysis of
ur tissue and are not limitations of our setup. Future studies that
re specifically concerned with the biomechanical phenotype of
odent tricuspid valves, or other similar tissues, can use the exact
ame set-up with added complexities to quantify the impact
f microstructural- and through-thickness heterogeneity and the
mportance of including viscoelasticity in the modeling pipeline.

.2. Conclusion

In conclusion, we developed, validated, and tested an exper-
mental and numerical pipeline to biomechanically phenotype
inuscule soft tissues. To this end, we combined a micro-bulge

est device, with in-situ OCT and 2-Photon microscopy, and an
nverse finite element pipeline. We demonstrated its usefulness
y biomechanically phenotyping rodent tricuspid valve leaflets
nd successfully reporting their heterogeneous thickness map,
he in-situ deformation of their collagenous microstructure, and
issue-specific material parameters as defined in an established
yperelastic material model for soft tissue. While a side-product
f our work, we thereby also found that rodent tricuspid valve
eaflets behave very similarly to those of sheep. Importantly,
he findings from the current study can be extended to many
embranous soft tissues – such as rodent heart valve leaflets,

etal membranes, or pericardium – that cannot be quantified
sing standard mechanical testing approaches. Furthermore, the
ombination of imaging modalities and inverse finite element
odeling has the potential to extend this testing framework

o incorporate more complex material models accounting for
iscoelasticity and geometric variations. Together, our work will
opefully inform and inspire others that aim at biomechanically

henotyping minuscule soft tissues.
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